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Open Data Directive
• Directive (EU) 2019/1024 to be transposed by 16 July 2021

• Stimulate the publishing of dynamic data and the uptake of Application 
Programme Interfaces (APIs).

• Limit the exceptions which currently allow public bodies to charge more than the 
marginal costs of dissemination for the re-use of their data.

• Enlarge the scope of the Directive to (data held by public undertakings, research 
data resulting from public funding)

• Strengthen the transparency requirements for public–private agreements, 
avoiding exclusive arrangements

• requires the adoption by the Commission (via a future implementing act) of a list 
of high-value datasets to be provided free of charge. They will also serve as key 
data sources for the development of Artificial Intelligence.



Personal Data 

• General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) offering a high standard of data protection 
to EU citizens, including: 

• Specific rights for data subjects and detailed rules to protect citizen’s personal 
data, fully harmonized across the Union

• Stronger enforcement rules and fines, and institutional set-up, including 
• National Data Protection Authorities within each member State, and
• Enhanced coordination and guidance through the European Data Protection 

Board (EU body with legal personality)
• International cross-border data flows governed by adequacy decisions by the 

European Commission

• The ePrivacy Regulation (discussed between the European Parliament and Council and 
intended to replace the current Directive) sets adapted rules for elecronic
communications. 



Non-Personal Data 

• Regulation on a Framework  for the Free Flow of Non-personal Data in the 
European Union (applicable as of 28 May 2019), including a series of measures to 
enhance trust and facilitate data flows: 

• Prohibition to impose data localisation restrictions by the national authorities

• Measures to address jurisdictional concerns and facilitate access to data for 
regulatory purposes, even when data is stored on cloud services located in 
another Member State

• Support for self-regulatory approaches through a Code of Conduct to facilitate 
data portability and switching of cloud services 

• Legal clarity on specific security requirements
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European Strategy for Data 

A common European data space, a single market for data

Data can flow within the 
EU and across sectors, 
for the benefit of all 

European rules and values 
(privacy and data 
protection, competition 
law) are fully respectedRules for access and use of data 

are fair, practical and clear 

Availability of high quality data 
to create and innovate

A EUROPEAN STRATEGY FOR DATA



Deploying the strategy through 4 pillars

A EUROPEAN STRATEGY FOR DATA

Competences 

User empowerment over their 
own data (portability, personal 

data spaces), investments in 
general data literacy, addressing 

lack of skilled labour, 
up/reskilling of our work forces 

as well as dedicated capacity 
building for SMEs.

Enablers

investments of € 2 billion on 
European data spaces, 
including data sharing 

architectures and governance 
mechanisms as well as 

federating (interconnecting) 
cloud infrastructures and 

services

Rollout of common 
European data spaces

in crucial economic sectors and 

domains of public interest, looking 
at data governance and practical 

arrangements. 

A governance framework 
for data access and use

including a legislative framework 
for the governance of European 

data spaces and other cross-
sectoral measures for data 
access and use for specific 

situations



Common European data spaces 

A EUROPEAN STRATEGY FOR DATA

Rich pool of data 
(varying degree 
of accessibility)

Free flow of data 
across sectors 
and countries

Full respect
of GDPR

Technical tools for data pooling and 
sharing  
Standards & interoperability (technical, 
semantic)

Sectoral Data Governance (contracts, 
licenses, access rights, usage rights)
IT capacity, including Cloud storage, 
processing and services

Horizontal 
framework for 

data governance 
and data access 

Health
Industrial & 

Manufacturing
Agriculture Mobility Energy Public 

Administration
SkillsGreen DealFinance



Next steps: A governance framework 
for data access and use

• Public consultation on data strategy
• data should be available for common good, individuals want access to data held on them, problems in 

recruiting data professionals, difficulties in using data from other companies, need investments in 
technologies and infrastructures that enhance data access and use

• Legislative framework for governance of European data spaces (Q4 2020)
• Standardisation
• Harmonised description
• Interoperability
• Data use for scientific purposes GDPR compliant
• Data altruism

• Implementing act on high-value data set (see Open Data Directive, Q1 2021)
• Free, machine readable data sets through APIs

• Data Act (2021), if appropriate
• Data sharing (B2G, B2B), voluntary, exceptionally compulsory
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Background: EU strategy for AI (2018)

A STRATEGY FOR EUROPE TO LEAD THE WAY

Boost technological 
and industrial 

capacity & AI uptake

Prepare for socio-
economic changes

Ensure an 
appropriate ethical 
& legal framework

AI FOR GOOD AND FOR ALL



Background: Boost technological and industrial capacity & AI 
uptake

2018-2020: an extra €1.5 billion under Horizon 2020

R&D and excellence 
centers

AI-on-demand 
platform

Digital Innovation 
Hubs

Goal beyond 2020: Increasing investments from 

€4-5 billion / year today to €20 billion / year of combined public private 
investments

Industrial data 
platforms



How to achieve EXCELLENCE:

Set-up a new public-private partnership in AI and robotics;

Strengthen and connect AI research excellence centres (call under Horizon 
2020)

Have at least one digital innovation hub per Member State specialized in AI 
(testing facilities, advice on market and financing for SMEs and start-ups)

Provide more equity financing for development and use of AI, with the help 
of the European Investment Fund

Use AI to make public procurement processes more efficient

Support the procurement of AI systems by public bodies

EXCELLENCE AND TRUST IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE



How to achieve TRUST:

New legislation on AI should be adapted to the risks, it 
should be effective but not limit innovation;

Require high-risk AI systems to be transparent, traceable and 
under human control;

Authorities must be able to check AI systems as they check 
cosmetics, cars or toys;

Ensure unbiased data sets;

Launch an EU-wide debate on the use of remote biometric 
identification (e.g. facial recognition).
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Next steps:

Full report on results of public consultation in preparation

Preliminary results suggest great support for building AI centres of 
excellence, testing centres and supporting network of lead 
universities

Breach of fundamental rights or discriminatory outcomes best 
addressed by new regulations or the modification of existing ones

Support for revision of the existing Product Liability directive to 
cover risks of AI applications

Regulatory proposal expected in 2021

EXCELLENCE AND TRUST IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
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